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Abstract: The growth of e-commerce businesses has attracted many consumers, because they offer a range of products at competitive prices. One thing most purchasers rely on when they purchase online is for product reviews to conclude their decision. Many sellers use the decision to impact the review to hire the paid review authors. These paid review authors target the particular brand, store or product and write reviews to promote or demise them according to the requirements of their hired employees. In view of the effects of these fake reviews, a number of techniques to detect these fake reviews have already been proposed. Because of nature of the reviews it is difficult to classify them using single classifier. Hence in this paper, we proposed an ensemble classifier based approach to detect the fake reviews. The proposed ensemble classifier uses support vector machine (SVM), Naïve Byes classifier and k-nearest neighbor (KNN) mutual classifiers. The proposed technique is evaluated using Yelp and Ot. et al [10] datasets. The evaluation results show that the proposed classifier provides better classification accuracy on both datasets.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The recent growth of online shopping attracted many people, since online shopping sites such as Amazon.com, Flipkart.com, eBay.com, etc. offer a wide range of attractive products that cannot be easily accessed on the local market. The product information is nevertheless provided on the online store by the seller, which contains very small details in most cases. The customers rely on reviews by other people who have already purchased the product in such cases. The Cone Research Study report [1] reveals the impact of these reviews. This report shows that 4 out of 5 purchasers have changed their choice of purchasing a product after the negative product review, while 9 of 10 purchasers reiterate their decision to purchase after the positive product review. The significance of online product reviews is also investigated in [2], which found that reviews have a tremendous impact on new product sales. The significant impact of reviews on buyer views and product sales offers importers sufficient incentives to manage sales of products through fake reviews. The impostor engages fake review writers, also known as opinion spammers. These spammers write the fake reviews that target a product, brand or service as per the requirements of the impostor. While it is known that it is not easy to detect such review when misleading reviews are present. The first problem is the lack of real datasets for ground truths and the only known close to ground truth datasets, is Yelp.com.

As most detection techniques depend on machine learning, the ground truth data set plays a very important role and its accuracy depends heavily on. In addition, the fact that fake review writing is a dynamic process in which the counterfeit reviewers can improve their writing technique during the course of time to match the non-fake reviews is a major problem. This fake review of the dynamic nature creates difficulties for the classifier trained in a fixed data set. In this work, we present an ensemble classifier based model to deliver efficient review detection system.

II. RELATED WORK

Considering the negative effects of fake reviews a number of techniques have been proposed. Most existing approaches use this as a problem of binary classification [3-10] using different types of classifications, such as the Support Vector Machine (SVM), Artificial Neural Networks (ANN). While the correct selection of classifiers certainly improves performance, studies show [3] that proper selection of features has a much more important influence. A number of features have been proposed and evaluated in view of the impact of features on the accuracy of the classifier. Part of the speech (POS) tags, Linguistic inquiry and word count, which in combination with unigrams and bigrams are used to further improve performance. Jindal et al [17] first addressed the issue which is then followed by a number of other techniques. These techniques can be divided into two main types (texts or metadata review) by learning techniques (supervised, unsupervised and semi-supervised) or feature types. The techniques supervised like Liu et al. [18] used the Bayesian approach and laid out a clustering problem with opinion spam sensing. Mukherjee et al. [4], Chengai et al. [4] and Luyang et al. [9], although all used the Support Vector Machine (SVM) as a classification, are other literature pieces that also have taken supervised learning. Mukherjee et al [18] propose an unsupervised technique based on the Bayesian framework. Other methods are presented in [22] and [23], respectively, such as the relationship- based model (GSRank) and the sectioning of unforeseen rules and rules.

Moving to the features used, content Based techniques use the linguistic characteristics of the review to distinguish false reviews. Part of the language tagging (POS) is one of the most widely used language features. The tagging of POS classifies words used on the basis of word definition and context into noun, pronoun, verb, adverb, adjective etc. The authors of [Ref24] adopted POS tags to sequence patterns to detect gender from the blog writer. For a false review detection also used in [Ref3], POS unigram, POS bigrams, POS sequence patterns, etc.
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Many pieces of literatures [3, 5, 10, 14] clearly demonstrate the performance of the POS tags to detect linguistic functions. Another technique for learning emotional, constructive and cognitive components present in writing text samples is a competent and operative approach. Language inquiries and Word Counting (LIWC) The Ott et al. [10] reported that the LIWC has slightly improved on POS in the detection of deceptive opinions spam. The LIWC with simple unigrams and bigrams is also studied in the [3, 9, 15, 25]. Li et al. [25] analyzed a range of disappointing indicators for detecting fake reviews. They also found that the combination of several features such as LIWC or POS allows for greater accuracy in detection. In [7], another language feature called Deep Syntax features appears to be comparable to POS and LIWC as it improves the classification reminder but reduces accuracy. Other word-based features such as word unigrams and bigrams are less effective since they are less effective than POS tags and LIWC in extracting useful linguistic features. Because of the ability of the fake review writer to learn, the fake reviews can be written very similar to real reviews. In these cases, linguistic features can fail only to detect them; therefore a writer may greatly detect fake reviews by additional behavioral information such as the rating pattern, review writing frequencies, etc. Lim et al. [21] presents the pattern of the product ratings and the assessment of spammers. The plunge in the examination pattern to identify a view spammer (some reviews during a short time interval) is presented in [10]. Fake reviews such as those presented in [19, 26] or the text revision [22] are only possible with behavioral information. More information on and among reviewers, who can be used to detect spammer groups presented in [18, 20, 21, 22], is available in the behavioral features. In addition, the behaviors, such as word counts, POS tagging etc, analyze the behavior of reviewer from different angles and do not involve time consuming linguistic analyses.

III. METHODOLOGY

In the section, we discuss the details of ensemble methods, feature extraction techniques frequently used for review text classification, and finally the proposed ensemble classifier model to distinguish deceptive reviews.

![Diagram of Ensemble Classifiers](Image)

**Figure 1:** single vs ensemble classifiers, as presented by Utami, et al., 2014 [45].

**Ensemble classifier:** We consider ensemble methods as a set of techniques of machine learning that combine decisions to improve the performance of the whole system. Similar meanings are also described in the literature as: multiple classifier, multi-strategy apprenticeship, committee, fusion of classifier, combination, aggregated, integrative, etc. In this article, we use ensemble to mention all methods of classification. Voting or weighted voting is the easiest method to combine various learning techniques.

The native idea of ensemble learning means that no single method or arrangement could perform consistently better to any other approach and so the combination of multiple methods will improve the final classifier's performance. Thus, an ensemble classifier performs superior to a single base classifier overall. The success of ensemble approaches depends heavily on the errors made by each different individual basic classifier. The performance of ensemble approaches depends greatly on the precision and diversity characteristics of the basic learners. Several studies have shown that decision-making booms are tending to generate different classifiers in response to minor training variations and thus to make them suited candidates for the basic students of the ensemble system [50, 51, 52]. The easiest approach is to manipulate the training data to generate diverse base classifiers. In this study, we apply the two most common ensemble techniques, bagging and boosting for the purpose of fake review detection.

**Input:** Training Dataset \(< x, y >\), Classification Algorithm CL, Integer \(N\) (total iterations)

For \(i = 1 \ldots N\)

Sample a subset \(S\) of size \(N\) from the training dataset \(D\).

**End for**

Generates a classifier \(C(x)\) from \(S\).

Form final classifier \(C^*(x)\) by aggregating the \(j\) classifiers.

Predict a class label for given data \(x\) as follows:

\[
C^*(x) = \arg \max_y \sum_{i=1}^{N} C_i(x) = y
\]

**Output:** \(C^*(x)\).

**Figure 2:** Pseudo codes for Bagging algorithm.

**Bagging:** The aim of Bagging was to rearrange the training details, by substituting the original D-training dataset randomly by \(N\) elements. Substitution sets are called the replicates for bootstraps where some instances may appear multiple times while others may not. The final \(C^*(x)\) classification consists of aggregating \(C(x)\) with equal voting for each \(C_i(x)\). Figure 2 shows the pseudo codes for bagging algorithm.

**Input:** Training Dataset \(< x, y >\), Classification Algorithm CL, Integer \(N\) (total iterations)

Initialize weights \(w_i\) for all \(x_i \in D\) equal to \(1/N\).

For \(i = 1 \ldots N\)

weighted error estimate \(err_i = \sum w_i\) for incorrectly classified \(x_i\)

Compute classifier weight

\[
\alpha_i = \frac{1}{2} \log \left( \frac{1 - err_i}{err_i} \right)
\]
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[10] reported that the LIWC has slightly improved on POS in the detection of deceptive opinions spam. The LIWC with simple unigrams and bigrams is also studied in the [3, 9, 15, 25]. Li et al. [25] analyzed a range of disappointing indicators for detecting fake reviews. They also found that the combination of several features such as LIWC or POS allows for greater accuracy in detection. In [7], another language feature called Deep Syntax features appears to be comparable to POS and LIWC as it improves the classification reminder but reduces accuracy. Other word-based features such as word unigrams and bigrams are less effective since they are less effective than POS tags and LIWC in extracting useful linguistic features. Because of the ability of the fake review writer to learn, the fake reviews can be written very similar to real reviews. In these cases, linguistic features can fail only to detect them; therefore a writer may greatly detect fake reviews by additional behavioral information such as the rating pattern, review writing frequencies, etc. Lim et al. [21] presents the pattern of the product ratings and the assessment of spammers. The plunge in the examination pattern to identify a view spammer (some reviews during a short time interval) is presented in [10]. Fake reviews such as those presented in [19, 26] or the text revision [22] are only possible with behavioral information. More information on and among reviewers, who can be used to detect spammer groups presented in [18, 20, 21, 22], is available in the behavioral features. In addition, the behaviors, such as word counts, POS tagging etc, analyze the behavior of reviewer from different angles and do not involve time consuming linguistic analyses.
For correctly classified instances the weight is
$$w_i = w_i e^{-αi}$$
For incorrectly classified instances the weight is
$$w_i = w_i e^{αi}$$
Normalized $w_i$ so that the
$$1 = \sum w_i$$
End for

Form final classifier $C^*(x)$ by a weighted sum of vote of the individual $C_i(x)$ on the basis of its accuracy for detected class.

Output: $C^*(x)$.

**Figure 3: Pseudo codes for Boosting algorithm.**

**Boosting**: As another technique to effect training data, at first, each instance was assigned $x$ by the algorithm. The weight is the same. The learning algorithm attempts to minimize the total weighted error in each iteration and returns a $C_i(x)$ classification in each iteration. The weighted $C_i(x)$ error has been calculated and used to update the training instance weights $x_i$. $x_i$’s weight increases according to its influence on the performance of the classifier, which assigns a greater weight to a miscalculated one and a smaller weight to a correctly classified one. The ultimate classifier $C^*(x)$ is built on the basis of the accuracy of the weighted training set by weighted voting of the individual $C(x)$. The pseudo codes of AdaBoost algorithm is shown in Figure 4.

**Figure 4: Support Vector Machine [47].**

**Support Vector Machine (SVM)**: in its fundamental form it is a binary supervised classification and prediction learning technique [16]. The fundamental objective of the support vector machine is to create a hyperplane or set of hyperplane for separating tuples belonging to different classes labelled as -1 and +1. In addition, the longer the hyperplanes distance with the closest data points in training, results in the smaller the error in classification for test data points. Fig. 4 displays two possible hyperplanes separating. A separating hyperplane in mathematical form specified as [48]:

$$\mathbf{W} \cdot \mathbf{x} + b = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Where $\mathbf{W} = \{w_1, w_2, ..., w_n\}$ represents the weight vectors for $n$ features $\mathbf{A} = \{A_1, A_2, ..., A_n\}$; $b$ is a scalar, and $\mathbf{X} = \{x_1, x_2, ..., x_n\}$ are values of features. For further information on support vector machines, please refer to [48, 49].

**K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN)**: The Nearest Neighbor rule is consistently high performing among the different techniques of statistical pattern recognition, without prejudices about the distributions that the training examples are drawn from. This includes a set of positive as well as negative cases. In calculating the distance to the closest training case, a new sample is classified, and the indication of that point then determines the class of the sample [5, 6]. The k-NN classifier extends this concept by taking the $k$ nearest points and assigning the sign of the majority. In general the value of $k$ is kept smaller and odd to avoid ties. Selecting larger values of $k$ may minimize the effects of noisy data points in the given training data set, and the selection of $k$ is generally done by cross-validation.

Naive Bayes Classifier: The Naive Bayes (Lewis 1992) classification algorithm is called a simple Bayesian algorithm. The categorization of texts has proved to be very effective. With respect to the problem of fake review detection, the document $d \in D$ corresponds to the review instance in which $D$ refers to the set of training views (dataset). Document $d$ can be displayed in terms of features such as word bag, PoS or LIWC. Each feature $w$ to $d$ come from a set of $W$ feature set of all features. A class label $(c)$ is attached to every document $(d)$ where $C$ denotes class label set. The Naive Bayes classifier estimate the $P(c|d)$ probability that a document $d$ belongs to a class $c$. Through the Bayes rule, the $P(c|d)$ can be given as:

$$P(c|d) \propto P(c) \cdot P(d|c)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

The crucial consideration of Naive Bayes classifiers is that the features representing the documents are conditionally independent given the class value, hence:

$$P(c|d) \propto P(c) \prod_{w \in d} P(w|c)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

A general method to estimate $P(w|c)$ is using Laplacian smoothing.

$$P(w|c) = \frac{1 + n(w, c)}{|W| + n(c)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

Where $n(w, c)$ is the number of the feature places occupied by $w$ in all training examples which have the class value of $c$. $n(c)$ is the number of feature places with class value is $c$. $|W|$ is the entire number of different features in the training set.

**IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP, RESULTS AND ANALYSIS**

We make a comparison of the proposed algorithm and some previously suggested algorithms to evaluate our proposed false revision detection model. This section presents the results of this comparison. The results shown in this section are obtained by averaging the outcomes of five-fold cross validation.
Datasets: We use two various datasets, one known as Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT), another is known as yelp data sets for the evaluation of the performance of the proposed algorithm. The following are the details of these datasets:

Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT): is generated by online workers (known as Turkers), by paying one US dollar per review. This dataset includes 400 counterfeit reviews of about 20 Chicago hotels.

Tripadvisor.com: is used to get the 400 non-fake reviews of about 20 hotels as used in AMT. Some studies show that the AMT dataset is unacceptable since Turkers do not act as a fake professional. Therefore the experimental results using the AMT dataset are very precise (around 95%).

Yelp.com: While not perfect, it is believed to be almost perfect to detect fake review on the yelp.com website, the fake filtering algorithm. Therefore yelp.com’s dataset is supposed to be the basic real dataset. The yelp data set contains about 35k reviews, of which about 14% are classified as fake reviews.

Features: There have been a number of feature extraction techniques for the examination of detections but, in our paper, we evaluated with their bigrams three methods called words counts, POS tags, Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC)[10].

Word counts: this is the simplest technique where the text is characterized by a vector of words counts appeared in the text.

POS (part of speech): this technique characterizes the text in terms of part of speech tags such as nouns (N), pronouns (PRP), adverbs (RB), prepositions (IN) etc.

Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC): is a common tool for text examination used for social sciences. LIWC software comprises about 4500 words gathered into 80 categories,

N-gram: this technique forms the feature vector from a given text string by counting the arrival of n successive words group.

Limiting Feature vector length: The above features can create a number of features that cause vector sizes to be unnecessarily large. We limit this size by using the features with minimum support value.

Evaluation Criteria: In order to estimate the efficiency of the methods, the classifier are evaluated based on four common measures known as accuracy (eq. 6), precision (eq. 7), recall (eq. 8) and F1 (eq. 5). Accuracy defines the classifier’s prediction capacity for fake and non-fake evaluations. Precision defines the predicted label accuracy. Recall defines the classifier's completeness. F1 measurement is the harmonic mean of accuracy and reminder used to balance accuracy with reminder.

The F-measure is defined as:

\[
F = 2 \frac{\text{Precision} \cdot \text{Recall}}{\text{Precision} + \text{Recall}}
\]  
(5)

Accuracy is defined as:

\[
\text{Accuracy} = \frac{|TP + TN|}{|TP + TN + FP + FN|}
\]  
(6)

Precision is calculated as:

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{|TP|}{|TP + FP|}
\]  
(7)

Recall is calculated as:

\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{|TP|}{|TP + FN|}
\]  
(8)

Where, TP, TN, FP, and FN are representing the true positive, true negative, false positive and false negative.

Two different data sets as presented in Table 3- 4 are used to test and compare the fake review detection performance of the proposed algorithm. The Ott. Dataset is equivalent to 50:50, whereas the data set of yelp, at a ratio of 89:11, is highly uneven.

**Table 1: Ott. et el [10] dataset details**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of fake reviews</th>
<th>400</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of non-fake reviews</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total reviews</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2: yelp dataset details.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of fake reviews</th>
<th>4325</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of non-fake reviews</td>
<td>34818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total reviews</td>
<td>39143</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To further evaluate the performance of the classifier we experimented with three different features word counts, POS tags, LIWC and their bigrams.

**Results Analysis:**

Table 3 shows results of previous methods performance assessments as well as the proposed method with Ott. Dataset. When compared to previous methods, the proposed approach provides greater precision for word unigram, word bigram and POS unigram features. For word unigram and bigram features, the proposed classifier works better for almost every measure, except for the recall of non-fake review. The results show that utilization of complex features doesn’t improves the performance.

Table 4 for the results: 50:50 yelp dataset distribution. Since the false reviews are written professionally in the yelp data set, it is very difficult to correctly categorize the reviews as the drop in maximum accuracy of approximately 40% is also reflected in the results. However the accuracy by the proposed classifier increased from 55.6% to 57.3%, the precision also increased from 56.8 to 61.8 percent with this dataset and POS-unigram feature. The proposed classifier gives the best accuracy for POS bigram which reaches up to 63.2 percent.

The classification is difficult for the yelp dataset with a natural class distribution (89:11), as the class distribution is highly unequal. Even with this data set, the proposed POS unigram algorithm increases precision to 52.9% from 51.9%; the POS bigram is still the best feature in terms of accuracy.
V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we presented a classifier ensemble approach for fake review detection by grouping the SVM, KNN and Naive Bayes classifier. The proposed technique ensemble the classifiers to overcome each other’s limitations and increases the overall performance.

Finally, two different data sets named Ott and yelp.com are used to estimate the performance of the proposed algorithm.

The algorithm is also used to compare its performance with previously proposed algorithms in combination with various feature extraction techniques. The experimental results show that for both datasets and for balanced and unbalanced class distributions the proposed algorithm provides substantial improvement in performance over previous algorithms.

### Table 3: Performance comparison for AMT dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Feature Type</th>
<th>Truthful</th>
<th>Deceptive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SVM Ott. et al [10]</td>
<td>Word Unigram</td>
<td>88.4</td>
<td>89.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NB Ott. et al [10]</td>
<td>Word Unigram</td>
<td>88.4</td>
<td>92.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed Classifier</td>
<td>Word Unigram</td>
<td><strong>89.1</strong></td>
<td><strong>86.1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM Ott. et at [10]</td>
<td>Word Bigram</td>
<td>89.6</td>
<td>90.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NB Ott. et al [10]</td>
<td>Word Bigram</td>
<td>88.9</td>
<td>89.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed Classifier</td>
<td>Word Bigram</td>
<td><strong>91.0</strong></td>
<td><strong>90.1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM Ott. et al [10]</td>
<td>POS Unigram</td>
<td>73.0</td>
<td>75.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed Classifier</td>
<td>POS Unigram</td>
<td><strong>74.0</strong></td>
<td><strong>70.7</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed Classifier</td>
<td>POS Bigram</td>
<td>82.5</td>
<td>84.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM Ott. et al [10]</td>
<td>LIWC Unigram</td>
<td>76.8</td>
<td>77.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed Classifier</td>
<td>LIWC Unigram</td>
<td>76.0</td>
<td>75.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM Ott. et al [10]</td>
<td>LIWC Bigram</td>
<td>89.8</td>
<td>89.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed Classifier</td>
<td>LIWC Bigram</td>
<td>89.7</td>
<td><strong>95.1</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4: Performance comparison for yelp dataset class distribution is kept at ratio 50:50.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Feature Type</th>
<th>Truthful</th>
<th>Deceptive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proposed Classifier</td>
<td>Word Unigram</td>
<td>51.5</td>
<td>51.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed Classifier</td>
<td>Word Bigram</td>
<td>53.3</td>
<td>53.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM Mukherjee et al [3]</td>
<td>POS Unigram</td>
<td>55.6</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed Classifier</td>
<td>POS Unigram</td>
<td><strong>57.3</strong></td>
<td><strong>56.8</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed Classifier</td>
<td>POS Bigram</td>
<td>63.2</td>
<td>61.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed Classifier</td>
<td>LIWC Unigram</td>
<td>59.7</td>
<td>59.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed Classifier</td>
<td>LIWC Bigram</td>
<td>62.1</td>
<td>61.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM Mukherjee et al [3]</td>
<td>W-Bigrams + POS-Bigrams</td>
<td>68.1</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM Mukherjee et al [3]</td>
<td>W-Bigrams + POS Seq. Pat.</td>
<td>67.7</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5: Performance comparison for yelp dataset class distribution is kept at natural ratio (89:11).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Feature Type</th>
<th>Truthful</th>
<th>Deceptive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proposed Classifier</td>
<td>Word Unigram</td>
<td>53.1</td>
<td>53.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed Classifier</td>
<td>Word Bigram</td>
<td>61.1</td>
<td>60.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM Mukherjee et al [3]</td>
<td>POS Unigram</td>
<td>51.9</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed Classifier</td>
<td>POS Unigram</td>
<td><strong>52.6</strong></td>
<td><strong>52.5</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed Classifier</td>
<td>POS Bigram</td>
<td>62.6</td>
<td>62.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed Classifier</td>
<td>LIWC Unigram</td>
<td>53.6</td>
<td>53.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed Classifier</td>
<td>LIWC Bigram</td>
<td>63.6</td>
<td>62.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Classifiers Ensemble for Fake Review Detection

SVM Mukherjee et al [3] W-Bigrams + POS Seq. Pat. 58.9 -- -- -- 20.3 74.2 31.8
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